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*ABSTRACT
Although intrusive fact6rs --such as th economy--have

limited recent strides toward improving rural educati n, er are
components of excellence within the, realm of local de erminati n that
are appropriate to conditions, circumstances, aid as irations
surrounding ihischooling process in rural areas. The educational, 4

reform Movement in most states has, resulted in increased' requirements
that must be conpidered by rutal educators/boards/citizeis. While
these mandates.set parameters, local communities can determine goals
andpractices'for the excellence.components of content, standards andi'
expectationi, time, teaching and the teacher, and reinfOrcement of
catural mores. Rural'cpmmunities can decide tomeet or exceed
minimum standardi, with provision made to meet the needs of-all
children. Communities shotld take adequate time to ideritify issues,
propose options, develop currteulum, and meet needs 'of students .

requiring iniityctional diversify. Teachers should not, only be
involved in the content proiess,but should be accepted as members'of
the communities that recruit-them. The additional, preparation,
reqp:ired of.rural teachers should be 'supported by n-service and
staff development, evaluation, career ladders, and incentive pay.
Cultural mores can be reinforced by integrating character development

',.into the school environment. These components of rural school
excellence do not exhaust the list -of Items that could be explored.
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AN ABSTRACT
COMPONENTS OF RURAL SCHOOL EXCELLENCE

Dr. Anne Campbell
Fortner Commissioner of.aucation, Nebraska

INTRODUCTION

A' review of the progress and challenges facing edticators and other citizens
in rural- areas arising from legislation, rules and regulaition.s.

wry

REQUISITES

Mandates, though unique to each state, address common topics perceived to
pursue excellence in schools. -

COMPONENTS OF EXCELLENCE

Within the parameters set by minimtkn standards in rules and reghlatiolis are
components for excellence within the realm of local deteiminatinn. Some of
those components are:

Content. Local communities in rural areas determine the goals and objectives of
the curricular and extracurricular program. Standards and Expectations: -A rural
community can decide to meet minimum standards or _to exceed then). Provision
for meeting the needs of all children, no exceptions, Is made. Time. Time along
with effort is committed to planning, and organizing a program to pursue
excellence by the entire community. Teachers and -admiastrators are afforded
time to develop curricular materials and prepare for learning, experiences.
Students who need instructional diversity are attended to.. Teaching and the
Teacher. Recruitment, preparation, in-service and staff development,, evaluation,
career adders and inceqtlfe pay, and retention are among elementi that have a
significant impact on . learning.. Teachers are accepted as rnem6ers of the
community. Reinforcement of Cultural Mores. Integration of charoter
development within the environment of the school includes honesty, respect,
loyalty, etc. School climate enhances learning.

THE FUTURE

Components of rural -school excellence are numerous, tangible and
intangible, and the many components do not offer a guarantee of excellence. It is
the pursuit of excellence in the schooling process to which rural schools aspire.
Learning from successes rather .than acknowledging failures is the incentive in
that pursuit. The, uniquenes of rural-areas should be treated. in a special way%..
Promoting excellence in rural schools is achievable. ,

4.1
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COMPONENTS OF RURAL SCHOOL'EXCELLENCE

INTRODUCTION

1

three years ago, it was said,. "Education in-rural 'schools is alive), working to

provide quality educition through different organizational configurations, and

experiencing many-changes as it strives for excellence to meet the needs of all )
children living in rural areas."

In the interim considerable strides have been made through a variety of

efforts within and among schools and districts. rwever, within the last eighteen

rnbnths to two years other factors have intruded that have made it difficult or

perhaps, more challenging;to,continue even at a steady rate.

One factor, of course, is the ttcicnowledgement that rural schools, assuming
. .

there is an agreed upon definition, are so different 'from each other that a "rural`

solution" appehrs impossible to attain. The differences seem to expand rather

than decrease-as ility along with other factors bea(down upon 'rural America.

Asecond is the present state of the economy in rural areas.

A third is demography, while showing an influx of people in some rural areas,

the. trend now appears . to be reversing itself as the number of farms and jobs in

rural areas decrease. Miny of those moving to rural expanses also have brought

diVerse phifosophies and beliefs about schooling.

A fourth, and perhaps the most krvasive, inflUence 4a, been 140..,reforrn

movement bised upon guidelines and/or prescriptions-lhat tave been directed or

interpreted by governor's, state legislators, and state.departments of education.

5 it
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All of the legislation, rules and regulations haie been with the best

;

intentions. to contribute to excellence in education for the young people of this

nation. However, consequences of the above actions fall indiscriminately upon
C

school districts. Ultimate- effects when joined with funding' at state levels

indicates the teddeney toward state control of ectuellition and a lessened role for

local Iletermination.

Likewise, some mandates make it difficult-for rural schools to respohdan

"necessarily small", schools are particularly affected because of their "geographic;

isolaition and sizeiimited resources."1

'Unquestionably, . consolidation cak produce, ,under certain . situations,

significant long-range trefits for` some small districts and consolidation is long

overdue: For otheri, it is simply not practical for the student pr the community.

At the same time components for excellence in these schools are both

desirable and supported to a great degree by participants in a recent survey.2

Therefore, time and effort must be given to finding solutions to the inherent

problems not by confrontations or wi;sy assessing !Annie fa' them. Rural and small
A a

town youth and adults need, just as their lirban and suburban counterparts, the
4

knowledge4nd skills to enter and remain competitive in an increasingly complex

and technological society.3

REQUISITES.

trly every elate has approached the reform movement to bring about

improvement in schooling at the secondary level in a manner unique to the
I

perceived needs of that state. Generally task forces having rural representation

have been involved in developing rules- and regulations for secondary edutation



within which every school disfric will operate. The rules and regulations will

usually include the number of uni in academic'' and complementary courses,

encompassing- foreign laiguage proficiency (N ew Xork), physical education,

vocational edueatidn, and the arts; graduation requireme'nts; learner outcomes for

grade advancement and graduation through testing; differentiated diplomas, New

Regents Diploma; higher certification standards and testing of teachers;

The length of the school day, the school\year, and even the length the periodi

within a.day have been set in legislation and in regulation in some. eases.
'11

Add the mandatory requirement of a passing grade in every course taken by

a student.before being eligible to partiiipa le In extracurricular activities (Texas),

and the atiurtdance of *factors to be taken into consideration as rural boards of

education, educators, and/ citizens, especially, plan their programs and procedres

for excellence In education not only for the .short-term but for the long-term

future.

COMPONENTS OF EXCELLENCE

What do all of the mandates hake to do with excellence and quality? They

set parameters, but there are ifnportant component ,q heed within the realm of

local determination that are appropriate to conditions circumstances, and

aspirations surrounding the schooling process in rural 'areas.

A recent publication of the National. School Publp Relations Association,
.

GOOD SCHOOLS: WHAT MAKES THEM WORK, stated that "perhaps the best

way to accomplish rural school improvement is to enhance the inherent strengths

of rural schools rather than attempt to force them to fit outsiclt structures.",

In adhering to. Paul Nactigal's treatise that school issues are community

issues in rural areas and characteristics of effective rural schools are the same as.

s.
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effective schools.' anywhere, except that educational innovations in ,rural areas

must have an extremely high level, of com munity support, 5, the following

. components of rural school excellence are propose&
%

Content is more than courses offeredi it is the substande to taught in
\ 4 . ,

.
go

. -

them. N The information explosion makes it difficult to ,decide course content.
-

I

Local boardi, administrators? teachers, pares and the community must reach'

*concensus insofar as possible on what the instruc deal goals for their students will

be in light of the sta and .federal guidelines. '7P

On the basis of the district's goals andiexpectationt content is derived. It is

important that teachers be involved An the process of. developing content to be

included in the curriculum. It is they who will teacO, rpanage and coach in the.

learning activities - the 'involvement takes time, and we all shduld know that the

best time for development of cutrieuliim is not afitr a full day of teaching,!.
,

Textbooks should be chosen on the basis of the goils.find objectives evolved
.

at the community level. Testing practices can then be Coordinated with what ass

being taught. r.
S`i,

Tatbooks are 'definitely related to content, and though they are in the

process of being upgraded, the textbooks that any district may adopt will be

influenced by the decisions made by the large textbook adoptibn states, mainly
, .

Texas. This state-of-pthe-art makes it doubly important that supplementary

materials that have both a state and community emphasis be developed.

. .Teach'ers are the intermediaries in curriculum and supplementary material

development which takes.that extra time,, and if teachers "own the content, they

have. greater interest and do perform better in the classroom.

ar



Another. consideration in planning for content is for an artillublterk

curriculum. scope, and sequence that flows smoothly through the elementary

grades to middle school/junior high or K-8 to high school is an area that too few

school systems or staffs have really'studied.

Standards and Expectations were'common parts in reports ptlblished over the

paste several years, i.e. ... making sure to to all children, all with no

exceptions, the same quality of education."6 The implication being that there are

attainable in the schooling pro*cess "rigorous and measurable standards and high

expectationst for academic performance and student conduct."7

Local communities in rural areas will determine the extent to which they

wish to attend to mini/ilium standards and expectations as contained in rules and

regulations or exceed them as many rural schools have done.

It should be an agreed upon belief "that aeryone can learn, and that

everyone is born with an urge to learn which can be nurtured." Rural

communities have theexpertise to bring about quality for all students. If theills

the will, wayslo do so will be found.
k.

Time is another component of excellence as alluded to previously. Time at

some point in the process on the part of the community, residents of small towns

and surtounding areas, as well as the groups. most closely associated with the

school(s); boards of education, educators, and parents will be called for. Careful

organization, assignment of responsibility, and an inventory bf -current resources

are necessary in order that -issues are identified, options proposed, concensus

reached, costs ascertained and time-frame decided. Every segment requires

judipious plk.nning and time to resolve differences.

410
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t Ticfinical assistance is . available. State departments of education, the

private sector and regional units are prepared to help ani support such efforts.

Also, suggestid in en earlier observation, seriOus attention must be given to

firoviding adequate time for teachers and administrators to develop the curriculum

and 'supplementary materials necessary to implement the goals and objectives to

meet agreed upon expectations.
at'

Extended contracts for teachers such as given to principals should bi

considered. In addition, in-service or staff development for all teachers effected

will need to be planned for.

Time 'has another aspect, that is, its wise use-organization of the school day

in light of pre-determined instructional goals and f objectives for all students to

accomplish. There may be necessity for some students, slow learner's, the gifted,

and others who need more. instructional diversitythan can be accommodated under

present structure relating to the school day and school year.

lf,the utopia of no interruptions no discipline problems, no emergencies, no

extra paperwork, ad infinitum, were possible, the current organizational

arraement might remain the same or. even be shortened. however, the

'restrictions of the 'Carnegie Unit,' legislated mandates, tradition, and

administrative expedience do hinder more creative contemplation of ways to use

4 time, perhaps more productively. 9

Fundamental components of excellence in schools are teaching and the

teacher. These two extend beyond the requisites of time. Recruitment,

prepaition, in-service and staff development, evaluation, career ladders and

incentive pay,. and, 'retention among others, have a significant impact, on the

10
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quality of learning. Not in.the same grouping but a critical factor, particularly in

rural schools and rural areas, is the acceptance of ateachei (an outsider) as a part

of the community.

Recruitment' of .prospective teachers is as much of a responsibility of rural

communities (all communities; for that matter) as it is of the educaiion* profession

itself. Recognition of the importance of teaching, the respect for teachers, and

the rewards of teaching both for compensation and for satisfaction.- Recruitment
,

on the part of all citizlitis is a commitment to the fulfillment o- f an educated .

citizenry regardless of site. r
>

N . There is little question that preparing teachers for rural schools requires
e \7 0

added consideration in learning about various rural cultures, how they organize,

how pne identifies their societal divisions, i.e., power structures, familial

\ relationships, etc. Before a teach - candidate does his/her student-teaching or as

a part of an observation experience in rural settings, these abilities for sensitivity

and understanding should be a part' of the training, and again be reinforced before

recommendation for a teaching_certificate is given.

Mdst would agree the training program for teachers in rural areas should

require at least two academic disciplines for a secondary school placement, and a

major or two minors in the disciplines for an elementary appointment. It is

recognized that teachers in rural schools often have more than one subject to

teach which means several preparations. In order to remain resourceful and

knowledgeable in-service and staff development, opportunities for teachers _must

be przivided. Such lipportunitiee can be offered through a number of means, two-
, s.

way TV, cable, correspondence, regional in-service, etc. At least a' portion of tlie

cost should be budgeted locally.

4.
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Evaluation' by pi.ofessionally trained educators has been ace pted in every
%

...

school. Professional associations view evaluationas an obligation of people in the' 311.

profession. In fact, evaluation is seen as a way to improve teaching and

administration because it 'provides for intervention Strategies 'to, ameliorate.
..

weaknesses, relieve burnrt, anti refine strengths. Arrangements for additional, , . ..., .
assistance in. evaluation programs should be designed.

Incentives for recognition of quality
.

.'teaching is in its 1 Pant' stages.
. .

However, development of a career-ladder concept and the criteria for ,awarding.

compensation for the steps are spreading among the states.. Teachers must be

involved in establishing the criteria and should havi options in applying for the

various 'steps. Research has shown rural school teachers and administrators are

poorly rewarded (paid) for their Work. Recruitment andiretention of teachers and

administrators are major problems in rural America, some innovative wars must

be pursued to rectify the situation.
tl

, .
Ks stated ;earlier in this. component, acceptance of a 'teacher by the

:,...

cdommunity is a Critical factor in retaining an excellent (eacher. Oftentimes

teachers are called. upon to tea Sunday School, participate in chit's and other

activities; when their free time is hmited and theneed fo..diversion.is paramount.
1/4

. -

Yet they need to make .friends with community members so there is a social life,

one of relakation, of recreation, of feeling at home. teachers are ,'peoPle too.'
.

.ConfineMen*to one's own group (teachers) s often stiflirig and"cotinterproductive.
L

An underlying component of excellence -In rural 'mho* in' the

Reinforcement of Cultural Mores as verceived by the particular community.

Many states encourage the integration' of, character development within Ithe

environment of; the school, and rural fociety, generally, supports the inclusion of

.1 12
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,
such values as honesty, tact; courage, otaedience, peence, loyalty, generosity,.

..1 .4. ..7 4 .4 1
.- respietl'an4 the like. Attention to character development, of course, is not the

sole imperative of the shi)ol for the School is the'reflection of the community and
t.,

the "extra-schOol4kworld v4Ma surrounds it. The appeAranee of the concern for
7 V

4

_discipline in ihew schoolss presages further study in' a holistic "for-character

\..9., ..,011proach."1:* Stgooi climate enhances learning.

THE FUTURE

4

7,

.

The aforementioned components of rural school excellence; evert excellence'

in any school, in no way exhaust. they nit of. items that could be explored.

Likewise, these tomponents offer no guarantee that 'excellence' will be achieved

depending upon expectations and measurement devices deemed to be the AVey for

.successful accomplishment.
, . x.

The cited components are; however, conduciyer to the promotion ofr,

'excellence. Daniel L. Duke, 'Direptor of Educational Administration, Lewis, &
t 1,

, . )

Clark College; in 'his article, "What Is the Nature of Educational ExAllence And

Should We Try' to Measure It?" (Ai 1)elta KAPPAN Ju;ne, 1985, p..673) astts,the

question, "Do we want students Whose goal is to pass tests or students Vose goal

is to apply knowledge?"

Again, most people would value the litter with its reasoning, inquiry and

.applicationtof common sense. Survival in many rural areas is dependent upon

these --features of 'excellence.' Working collaboratively, those interested in
3

improving quality in rural schools must-proceed to authenticate its reality.

Rural schools in numerous -instances have promoted thi pursuit of.

excellence, and- as William Raspherry\ quoted in his article, "Why Not' Study the

3
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Successes," wrote, *"&s a. Aystery why we Spend so mph time analyzing our

failures and so little time trying to learn from our "successes."

As New York State through its "Pilot Program for Assessment and

Implementation of Educational Telecommunications' Applications as an

Alternative to StrengthenSmall Rural Schdols," itrives,to "maintain the school as

focal point of community life . . by augmenting their strengths in order to

overcome their weaknesses;" similar teahnivis found to work and others being

piloted can be undertaken in areas throughout the country by tackling the

problems to find solutions cooperatively within communities and collaboratively*

over a broader scope.

Certainly, additional financial resources.' will be needed.

federal officials must comprehend the unique educational

But first;-state and

problems in rural
`A. A

.' schools created, by terrain, occupation, povelbty, and isolation and make special
, \

allowances for them. Yes, residents in rural areas have to be willing to invest in
, . .

the future bf the& own childlben and through them, an investment in their

communities,

finally, components Alf, rural school _excellence are both tangible and

intangible depending upon the elreunigtance, but schools' potelicial in rural

America in promoting excellence, ". . . lies in their capacity to melte students

aware of the criteria for many forms of excellence, to show them 'exemplgs' of

such excellence, and to encourage them to /Imagine- even higher /evels, of
,

excellence. We cannot expect students to strive for something that they do not

value and Oat those around them do not respect. But, they will not value and .

respect excellence if they cannot recognize it." 11

A
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